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and often gives them opportunity for manifesting 
themselves in unusual ways; but it never creates 
them. Courage is after all a very common virtue. 
There are ten thousand ways in which it is as con 

spicuously exhibited in common life as in war, and 
men and women, girls and boys, in multitudes, do 
not have to be trained by every device into automatic 

fighting machines to induce them to feel the " absolute 

supremacy of duty 
" 

in these testing places of ordinary 
life. It would not be difficult to show by actual 
statistics that there are as many exhibitions of deser 
tion, cowardice, pretense of sickness to escape danger, 
abject weakness from fear, among soldiers as any 
where else. Cases are on record where, in a danger 
ous charge, two-thirds of the men have fallen out of 
the line from mere paralysis of fear, where very few 
were actually killed or disabled. What Dr. Farrar 
calls "death-defying courage," "unflinching battle 
brunt of heroism," is often nothing more than pure 
recklessness, and is not unfrequently exhibited by 
men who have lost all the finer moral virtues and 
become as nearly brutalized as men ever become. 

Physical courage is peculiarly an animal virtue. 
There is self-sacrifice, 

" tenderness of self-sacrifice," 
in war, but it is never the highest and purest self 
sacrifice. We do not underestimate it when we say 
that it is never Christian self-sacrifice of the kind 
which Jesus Christ exhibited. The self-sacrifice of 
war is for " 

your own side," your own captain or 

fellow-soldier; never for the enemy, at least not until 
he is wounded or a prisoner, and helpless. It is 
made with gun in hand and the purpose in heart to 
kill as many of the other side as possible. Gild it 
with whatever glittering phraseology, the self-sacrifice 
shown in war has little in common with that exhibited 

by the Cross, under a representation of which Dr. 
Farrar fervidly preaches the gospel every Sunday. 

That war "has tended again and again to save 
whole nations from the eating canker of those vices 
which too often grow up in the long continuance of 

peace," is a wearisomely threadbare assertion. No 
one making it ever attempts to prove it by citing 
specific cases. The real truth is that these famous 
vices of peace are largely the direct result of previous 
wars, or of " armed peace," and the wars which are 
said to save nations from them are simply the last 
inevitable expression of the vices. What saves the 

nations, so far as they are saved, if at all, is the 
abandonment of the vices, and not the wars, which 
are only their last stage and natural fruit. One 

iniquity never cures another. 
Dr. Farrar's last test is that of " saintly men among 

professional soldiers." Would he apply the same 

principle to slavery, and say that it is "a divine 

institution," a " fraction 
" 

of God's method of saving 
the world from wickedness, because saintly men, even 
in this century, have held slaves ? It is gratifying 
to know that a few professional soldiers have been 

able to retain so much of Christianity in their lives. 
But how few they are! How the defenders of war 
search for one, and when they have found him, how 

much they make of him! Hedley Vicars, Sir Henry 
Havelock, General Gordon,? how far can one go 
with the list ? For every general or private who has 

preserved in some measure his Christianity, a thousand, 
ten thousand ? how many shall one say ?? have lost it, 
totally and irretrievably. That these men who 

courageously kept up their devotions and abstained 
from drink and licentiousness were among the brav 
est and most reliable of soldiers, goes without the 

saying. But that they were among the most " con 
sistent Christians that ever lived," depends entirely 
upon what Christianity is conceived to be. Accord 

ing to the Christianity of the example of Jesus and 
of the Sermon on the Mount, in its plain and natural 
sense, they were, with all their nobleness and courage, 
very far from being consistent Christians. 

More and more does the conscience of the Christian 
world feel the burden of having to apologize for the 

part which these professing Christian men have taken 
in war, and more still for the defense of it made by 
so many preachers. Unless the growing light turns 

again into darkness, the venerable Dean's efforts to 

persuade Christian men of " sensitive consciences" 
that " war is at times a necessary duty," 

" in no way 
at conflict with the obligations by which every true 
Christian is eternally bound," are destined soon to be 
ranked with those casuistic, opportunist defenses by 
good men of iniquitous systems of which the history 
of the great moral contests of progress is so full. 

Editorial Notes. 
The more complete the knowledge we 

Shame" 
* obtain of the debauchery in London on 

the evening of the return of the City 
Volunteers from South Africa, the more horrible it 
seems. The debauch went not only to the lengths of 
low and vulgar rowdyism and immorality, but seemingly 
of positive insanity as well. Eleven hundred people 

; 

were killed and wounded in the mad rush and jam. 
Mr. Arnold White, in a letter to the Philadelphia Ledger, 
says of the scene: "The sight was appalling, bestial and 
horrible. Hooliganism, as the rowdy element is called, 
from the name of a leader of one of the gangs who defy 
the police and assault the public, abounded. Drunken 

ness, vice and brutality met the eye everywhere in the 
streets on Monday night. 

. . . Bands of lawless rascals 

perambulated the streets, kissing every woman and girl 
they could catch, and passing from one to another any 
particularly good-looking female. Thoughtful English 
men hang their heads with shame at the decay of faith 
in the nation, for to the decay of faith, the worship of 
materialism and the consequent outbreak of immorality 
and idleness,? almost convertible terms,? the decadence 

of our nation is due." 
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How many of these " thoughtful Englishmen 
" 
would 

attribute this loathsome outbreak of bestiality to its real 

source, war ? the iniquitous war in South Africa? They 
attribute it to the low, bombastic, bloodthirsty music 
hall songs. So it doubtless is in part. But these music 
hall materialistic, jingoistic demonstrations are themselves 
the product in no small measure of the spirit of aggres 
sive selfishness which has characterized England's foreign 
policy for so many years. Actual war ? such a war as 

that in South Africa ? with its cries of vengeance, its 
fierce destruction of life and property, its horrible tales 
of blood, its high-handedness against a small people, 
awakens the lowest and most brutal in men, as no music 

hall songs can ever do. This night of horror and shame 
was the direct result of the war. It could have occurred 
in connection with nothing else but a body of soldiers 

returning from the conquest of a hated enemy; an 

enemy for whose blood, for whose crushing into the 

dust, for the annihilation of whose national existence the 
British nation ? cabinet ministers, parliament, press, 
churches (in part), the populace everywhere 

? had 

madly cried. 
One of the saddest things about such an event is that 

the cause of it is sought everywhere but at the right 
source. The war-supporting religious papers either do 
this or ignore the subject entirely, as has conspicuously 
been the case in this instance both in Great Britain and 
this country. They believe in war, and are determined 
to uphold it at any price. Hence they talk about deca 
dence of faith! Infinitely more truly might they say 
suicide, massacre of faith. No nation that founds its 

empire on greed and the destruction of every weak 

nationality in its way, and that maintains the horrible 

system of war as the right hand of its ambitious purposes, 
can long escape decadence of faith. This is the truth 
which the leaders of the great religious movement about 
to take place in England ought to publish on the house 

tops from Land's End to Tweedmouth. Faith comes 

back in the confession and abandonment of sin. 

In none of the eulogies pronounced by John Sherman. . T . . 
the newspapers on John Sherman since his 

death has any mention been made, to our knowledge, of 
the services which he rendered to the cause of inter 
national arbitration, services which will one day be con 
sidered as high as any other ever performed by him 

during the long and stirring period of his political career. 
These services were rendered in an undemonstrative but 

none the less earnest and devoted way. A number of 

years ago, while he was in the Senate, Mr. Sherman was 
asked for the use of his name as a vice-president of the 
American Peace Society. He replied that his interest 
in the subject of arbitration and international peace was 

so deep that he was glad to have his name used in any 
way to promote the cause. He was always ready to 
listen to the proposals of the friends of arbitration, and 
to carry their wishes to the Senate. He prepared and 

presented their bills without any of that perfunctoriness 
so often characteristic of members of Congress. He was 

the author of the concurrent resolution which passed the 
Senate and the House in the spring of 1890, "request 
ing the President to invite from time to time, as fit occa 
sion may arise, negotiations with any government with 
which the United States may have diplomatic relations, 
to the end that any differences or disputes arising be 
tween the governments which cannot be adjusted by 
diplomatic agency may be referred to arbitration." This 
resolution marks one of the most important stages in the 

progress of the movement which led to the Olney 
Pauncefote treaty (unratified), and finally to the per 
manent arbitration court now being* organized. Mr. 

Sherman in 1892 introduced another resolution into the 
Senate bearing directly upon the subject of a permanent 
tribunal. He was greatly interested in the Olney-Paunce 
fote treaty, and regretted deeply that the Senate refused 
to ratify it. When he became Secretary of State, he 

gathered from the archives of the State Department a 
record of the important arbitrations to which the United 
States had been a party and published them in pamphlet 
for handy use. To those who knew Mr. Sherman's mind 
and heart upon this subject, it is not surprising that he 
resisted with all his strength the headlong and ruinous 
course of imperialism on which his party has entered. 
This opposition was the natural fruit of the great prin 
ciples which governed his life work and made him 

always seek the public good. 

General Miles' annual report of the war 
General Miles' establishment runs in line with those of 
Report. 

General Mac Arthur and Captain Crownin 
shield. He says: 

" The events of the past two years 
and a half have resulted in a condition that the nation 
must prepare to meet. The need for an efficient and 

well-organized land force for an indefinite period in the 
future is most obvious, and the organization of such a 
force cannot be wisely avoided. There are weighty 
reasons why such a service as is now demanded of the 

army cannot be performed by 
a temporary organization." 

He renews his former recommendation that the standing 
army should consist of one soldier for each one thousand 

inhabitants, that is at the present time seventy-six thou 
sand men, and submits a draft of a bill containing his 
views. The report contains a curious illustration of one 

of the methods by which military extension is promoted 
by its friends; that is, the least objectionable (to the 

people) thing is secured first, and this made to force 
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others which are more offensive. The government has 

spent fifty-five millions of dollars on its coast fortifica 

tions, and now finds, says the General, that it has not one 
fourth enough men to man and care for them! The 

men, therefore, must be supplied or the fortifications 
will go to waste! We suppose that after the expenditure 
of the forty-five millions of dollars more, which General 

Miles says will be necessary to complete the projected 
coast defenses, the argument will go round again and more 
men be demanded. Of the forty-five millions he wants 
twelve millions for the next fiscal year. It makes one's 
head giddy to think of these vast sums for war purposes, 
which the military and naval promoters talk of with such 

lightness of heart. If we make any criticism, the cry of 
" 
Bugaboo!" is raised against us, and men of the coming 

vice-presidential stamp tell us there is not the least 

danger of militarism, the people would never stand it! 
The common people, simple as they are, know just as 

well as the elite of the military ring and their supporters 
whither " the events of the past two years and a half " are 

tending, and they suspect that they know the sources at 

which some of these events were concocted. 

The speech of the British Prime Min 

spee^h.ry 
S ister at the banquet of the Lord Mayor of 

London is always given serious considera 
tion. It has been unusually so this year. The speech 
has been described by most of the commentators as very 

pessimistic. It showed clearly that the Premier feels 

deeply the condition of loss of prestige into which 

England has fallen, and her feeling of need of some 

strong support. The thing, he said, which had gratified 
him most the past year was that the most friendly feel 

ing had been displayed between Great Britain'and the 

United States. If Lord Salisbury understood that what 
he takes for cordial feeling is not that rational and moral 

friendliness which ought at all times to be cultivated and 

cherished between the two countries, but a certain senti 
mental chumminess growing out of the present iniquities 
of both countries, and therefore liable to break at the 

first strain of self-iuterest, his pessimism would go still 

deeper. He appealed again, as on former occasions, to 

the people of England to maintain their home defenses 
in such a state of perfection that " 

they should not be 

exposed to any sudden interruption of the peace upon 
which their prosperity depended "; but he failed to hint 
to them that whatever danger threatens England in this 

direction is due ? increasingly due ? to the aggressive 
and irritating foreign policy for which he himself is more 

responsible than any one else. The Premier again salved 

his conscience with the superficially true but essentially 
false statement that President T?ruger had forced wai 

upon Great Britain. He had no very clear light to throw 

on the Chinese problem, though what he said was in the 
line of political prudence, if not of the highest political 

morality. Too much emphasis could not be laid on the 

maintenance of the integrity of China and the "open 
door." If these were maintained, the issue of the 

problem would be much less difficult. The idea of in 

vading China and undertaking to govern the empire, 
instead of leaving it to be governed by the Chinese, he 

considered extremely dangerous. And in this he thought 
the powers were in essential agreement. His pessimism 
was at its worst in regard to the outcome of the Hague 
Conference. He thought that " the trend of recent events 

had almost put an end to the hopes of the Russian 

emperor and those who took part in the Peace Confer 

ence." We do not agree that the hopes raised by the 

Hague Conference have been at most anything more 

than somewhat deferred. But there is a pretty general 

feeling outside of England, and to a considerable extent 

within England, that whatever blight has come to them 

has come in no small measure through England's own 

conduct. This is a lesson over which it would be well 
for the Prime Minister to bow his head solemnly for a 

little while. ^^^^^??^ 

The English The American Monthly Review of 
Elections. Reviews for November says: 

" To most Englishmen the South African struggle has 

presented itself as a life-and-death matter for the British 

Empire; and the ministry 
? 

perhaps less worthy of the 
nation's enthusiasm on its own pure merits than any 

ministry that England has had for a very long time ? 

has been endorsed, not because it has been genuinely 
admired, but because there has seemed, to the majority 
of Englishmen, to be a supreme necessity for presenting 
to the outside world an appearance of standing by one's 
own country and one's own government." 

We fear it is worse than this. The result of the elec 

tions seems to us another proof that the British people 
have fallen, or allowed themselves to be dragged, far 

down from the ideals of other days. The support of the 

ministry, which for the most part was spontaneous and 
not merely from fear for the life of the empire, shows 
how deeply imperial jingoism, with its attendant mili 

tarism, has struck its poisonous roots into the life of the 
nation. The result would have been little different if 

the election had occurred next spring or a year later. It 

is of a piece with the calculating injustice, the insane 
recklessness with which the war was entered into, with 
the un-British treatment of those who opposed the 

Chamberlain policy, the disgraceful orgies with which 
the relief of Mafeking and Ladysmith was celebrated, 
and the stiil more shocking conduct of London on the 
recent return of the City Imperial Volunteers, when 
more people were killed and wounded by the drunken 
crush than the volunteers lost in their whole South 
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African campaign. What is to become of a nation 

which, for the time being, has lost not only its conscience, 
but also its head; which turns its most conscientious 
men out of Parliament and sets up international free 

booting as its ideal ? That it will rally in time and re 

turn to its British senses, we doubt not. But, in the 

meantime, what immense damage will have been done to 
civilization ! For the immediate future the result of the 
election will be to make the nation more " 

strenuous," 

more blindly headlong in its downward course. What 
has been done in South Africa will be done in some 

other part of the world, on the first favorable occasion. 

Military and naval extension will be pushed cl outrance. 

By and by the reaction will come, but not }ret. The 
nation's nerves are too intoxicated with the pleasure of 

being pulled about by the nose by Mr. Chamberlain, 
under whose heartless, imperious dictation one of the 
saddest chapters in English history is being written. 

In his " Political Economy of Art," 

Patriotism John Kuskin thus hews to pieces the cheap 
notion of patriotism which our lauded 

civilization has intensified rather than destroyed : 

"I do not know anything more ludicrous among the 

self-deceptions of well-meaning people than their notion 
of patriotism as requiring them to limit their efforts to 
the good of their own country; the notion that charity 
is a geographical virtue, and that what is holy and 

righteous to do for people on one bank of a river it is 

quite improper and unnatural to do for people on the 
other. It will be a wonderful thing, some day or other, 
for the Christian world to remember that it went on 

thinking for two thousand years that neighbors were 

neighbors at Jerusalem, but not at Jericho; a wonderful 

thing for us English to reflect, in after years, how long 
it was before we could shake hands with anybody across 
that shallow salt-wash, which the very chalk-dust of its 
two shores whitens from Folkstone to Ambleteuse." 

It is generally supposed that the French 

EES^JT' PeoPle are universally fond of war, and 
ready to rush into it at any time on the 

slightest pretext. Whatever may have been true formerly, 
or true possibly of the boulevards now, the people in the 

country districts at the present time have come not only 
to have no passion for war, but in certain districts to 
have a positive hatred of it, because they see unmis 

takably the disastrous effects of war preparations on the 
interests of the rural sections. Here is the testimony of 
an Englishman, Mr. C. D. Terrell, who has been for a 
number of years engaged in religious work in the 
southern part of France : 

" It has interested me very much to find how 
strong is the feeling against war amongst the French 
farmers and laborers especially. Certainly the conscrip 
tion makes the people themselves realize something of 

what preparation for war costs them, in having to part 
with their sons just when they are becoming most valu 
able to them. They say they cannot see why they should 
have to be called on to fight out their rulers' quarrels, 
killing or being killed by those whom personally they 
may love and esteem. When I tell them that I am here 
in France not only to preach the gospel, but also to do 
all in my power to promote goodwill and love between 
their nation and our own, they express their approval 
most warmly, and this generally gives an open door for 

urging the claims of Christ, the Prince of Peace, as 
Saviour of mankind." 

In the Christian Herald of November 
Doukhobors 7 Mr Ernest H Crosby, in an illustrated in Canada. ' 

. . 
article, gives a most interesting account of 

the seven thousand Doukhobors in Canada, of whose 

emigration from Russia on account of their peace prin 
ciples alt our readers know. They were located at the 
time of their coming, two and a half years ago, in an un 

settled prairie about six hundred miles beyond Winnipeg. 
They have already made great progress in providing for 

themselves, have won the warm esteem of the other 

settlers, and their dwellings surpass in comfort and 
cleanliness all others except those of the immigrants from 
older Canada and Great Britain. The children have 
made much progress in learning English, and go to school 

scrupulously clean. Miss Baker, a teacher among them, 

says that she has visited in hundreds of their homes, 
and that they live up to high moral standards and hold 

tenaciously to the simple tenets of Christian faith. They 
hold daybreak services on Sunday morning, and sing 
much at home of evenings and while going to and re 

turning from their work. They exhibit the most genuine 
love and goodwill both among themselves and towards 

others, overcoming their neighbor's fear and suspicion 
by acts of kindness. Mr. Crosby says: 

" It is love that 
the Doukhobors want in life and which they freely give. 
It was love that prevented them from learning to kill 
their fellows in the Russian army, and it was their too 

great love that made the Russian government force its 
best subjects to leave their native land. It will be 
Russia's loss and Canada's gain. If they can only teach 
us on this continent the folly and sin of war, the joy of 

loving even one's enemies, and the impossibility of doing 
it with bombshells, their long pilgrimage and their years 
of hardship will not have been in vain." 

The 16th of December, the third Sunday Peace Sunday. , . . . . . 
in the month, has again this year been set 

apart by the peace societies to be observed as Peace 

Sunday. It is to be hoped that a much larger number 
of ministers than ever before may devote at least a part 
of the day, or some other convenient Sunday near 

Christmas, to this great subject, the principles of which 
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lie at the very heart of the gospel of the kingdom of 

God, as preached by Jesus Christ. Never was a right 
voice from the pulpit on this theme more imperative 
than now. The Christian church, in spite of its weakness 
and faithlessness in certain directions, holds a command 

ing position in the world. While men are groping about 
in spiritual and moral uncertainty, perplexed and often 
almost in despair over the titanic confusions of the world, 
and ready to disbelieve in any divine order in human 

affairs, from every sacred desk in Christendom ought to 
sound out the condemnation of the prevailing materialism 
and brutality, and the strength, everlasting beauty and 

glory of the divine life of love and unselfish goodness. 
Only this faithfulness to its high mission can save the 
church from further decline, and civilization from going 
to wreck. A single Christmas time of absolute faithful 
ness to Jesus Christ on the part of all the churches of 

Christendom, on the subject of the principles unfolded 
in the Sermon on the Mount ? who knows but that this 
one vast, concentrated effort, if sincerely made, would 
turn back the tide of materialism and violence and end 

war forever ? 

Brevities. 
. . . 

According to a carefully prepared chart, used 

during the Peace Exhibit at Paris, there were in the 
decade from 1820 to 1830 four cases of international 
arbitration, from 1830 to 1840 eight cases, from 1840 to 
1850 six cases, from 1850 to 1860 fifteen cases, from 
1860 to 1870 twenty-two cases, from 1870 to 1880 twenty 

four cases, from 1880 to 1890 forty-two cases, and from 
1890 to 1899 sixty-three cases. These are most sig 
nificant figures. 
... A notable discussion on " War from a Christian 

Point of View" took place on November 15, at the 

Episcopal Church Congress at Providence, R. I. Captain 
A. T. Mahan, Bishop Hall of Vermont and others pleaded 
for war as Christian. Rev. L. H. Schwab, Mr. E. H. 

Crosby and others presented strong arguments showing 
that war is totally antichristian. We give in this issue 
Mr. Crosby's address in full, and hope to give Dr. 
Schwab's in our next. 

. . . The Nation says, with little exaggeration, that 
" the burning at the stake of a negro murderer in Colo 
rado was attended by circumstances of deliberate ferocity 
which make it the most fiendish thing of its kind ever 
known in a northern state. . . . The North has now 

surpassed the bloody instructions of the South." What 
wonder when " deliberate ferocity" is at the present 
time a fad in the nation! 

... It is a curious commentary on the change which 

has come over the spirit of our country, the moral con 

fusion into which we have fallen, that Sixto Lopez, an 
educated gentleman, writing enviable English, over 

whelming an American University president in argu 
ment, modest, self-restrained, refusing to talk politics, in 
this country purely to tell our people the truth about the 

Philippines in the interests of liberty, should be watched 

by government detectives and threatened to be sent out 
of the country. 

... A number of women at Buenos Ayres, Argentina, 
have formed a section of the Women's Universal Peace 

Alliance. An important address on war was recently 
delivered at the first public meeting of this group, by 
Mr. Belisario Roldan, Jr., who took the ground that 
those nations which have cultivated war " have gone 
down with the fatal precision of a falling star." 
. . . The great Krupp works at Essen, Germany, turn 

out every variety of iron and steel works, from railroad 
trains to machine tools. But the manufacture of war 

materials, though only a small part of the output, so 
dominates the public mind that few people know that 

anything else is manufactured there. 

. . . The celebrated Hyacinthe Loyson has gone on a 

peace mission to Constantinople and Jerusalem, to do 
what he can to bring about better relations between the 
Mohammedans and the peoples of western Europe. 
Madam Loyson goes with him to promote the extension 
of the "Alliance of Oriental and Occidental Women," 
of which she is the founder, and of which Princess Nazli, 
of the family of the Khedive of Egypt, is the honorary 
president. 
. . . Under the title of " Voices of Peace," H. Lavinia 

Bailey, secretary of the Peace Association of Friends in 

America, has compiled a useful little book of selections 
of peace articles and poems for use in public and parlor 
meetings. The collection contains about forty selections, 
and the price is twenty-five cents. It may be procured 
at the office of the Association, Richmond, Ind., or of 
Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Winthrop Center, Me. 

... In a recent address at Philadelphia, Wu Ting 
Fang, Chinese Minister at Washington, said that, with 

exceptions, the missionaries have done much good in 

China and have not been the cause of the trouble. The 

ill-feeling, he said, is due to the general attitude of 

foreigners who treat the customs, traditions and institu 
tions of the country with contempt. 
. . . 

Secretary Root, now on a visit to Cuba, says that 

he is agreeably surprised to find the Cubans an enlightened 
people, instead of only partially civilized, as from news 

paper reports he had been led to imagine. He " 
expects 

soon to see a free, self-governing republic in Cuba." 

. . . During the past five years England has supplied 
the Chinese government with 190 field and position 
guns, with over 60,000 rounds of ammunition; and 297 
machine guns, with 4,250,000 rounds of ammunition. 

Germany has furnished possibly even more. There is no 

greater stupidity than to follow such a course of greed 
as arouses intense hatred, and at the same time out of 

the same spirit of greed to be arming that hatred with 
the deadliest weapons. 
. . . Prof. Gold win Smith of Canada, in a recent 

pamphlet, warns the people of the United States against 
the dangers of imperialism, and strongly counsels us to 
have nothing to do with an alliance with Great Britain, 
as proposed by the English Tories and plutocrats. 
. . . The Free Presbyterian Church and the United 

Presbyterian Church of Scotland have now, after long 
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